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We believe that everyone deserves to be well – in body, 

mind and spirit. Our legacy is rooted in a powerful healing 

story, by our founder’s desire to extend his experience 

to the world. Our deep-seated care for the well-being 

of people drives our mission to create the best, most 

effective products possible. We fill our bottles with the 

purity and potency of nature’s healing ingredients.

Inspired by nature. 
Made with care.
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25+ YEARS STRONG

THE PURE SYNERGY® DIFFERENCE

Our uncompromising vision is to create products whose ingredients and processes 
preserve the many gifts of nature while utilizing the innovations of modern nutritional 
science. We pay close attention to every detail from start to finish and leave nothing 
to chance — from the organic soil to the heirloom seeds to the protective, oxygen 
impermeable seals on our glass bottles.

We have been privately owned and operated since 1992. All of our products are 
manufactured in our award-winning, wind-powered, certified organic facility, 
in beautiful Moab, Utah. Because we make everything ourselves, we have a very 
personal, hands-on approach to everything we do. At Pure Synergy, we take 
full control of our ingredients, manufacturing, and distribution — giving us the 
independence to commit to and guarantee the highest possible quality standards.

LOCATIONS
2995 Wilderness Place, Suite 120 
Boulder, CO 80301

2279 Resource Boulevard 
Moab, UT 84532

MEDIA CONTACT
Holly Tully
VP of Sales & Marketing
435.610.2797
htully@synergy-co.com

The world’s 
best-researched 
ingredients plus 

exclusive, modern 
extraction methods

Potent PureCutting-
Edge

Ultra-concentrated for 
optimal potency, purity 

& e�cacy

Our SuperPure®, 
eco-friendly processing 
method sets us apart – 

zero tolerance for 
chemical solvents & 

additives

FOLLOW US
@pure_synergy

@puresynergy

@TheSynergyCompany

@TheSynergyCompany
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FACT SHEET

WHY WAS THE SYNERGY COMPANY™ FOUNDED?
In 1972, a near-fatal car accident catapulted a young Mitchell May, our company founder, onto a profound healing journey 
during which he learned about the phenomenal power of whole foods, botanicals, and the healing force within us all. The 
priceless knowledge he gained from working with herbalists, healers, and doctors from around the world would go on 
to inspire his creations and the birth of The Synergy Company™. Today, Mitchell still has a very active role overseeing the 
company and masterminds each of our innovative formulas.

WHERE IS PURE SYNERGY® MADE?
We were founded in the beautiful community of Moab, Utah in 1992. From our modest beginnings in a home office with 
just a few employees, our company has expanded into an award-winning, certified organic facility with over 70 dedicated 
employees. We take a very personal, hands-on approach to everything we do — from our custom ingredient research and 
impeccable growing and processing, to our in-house, eco-friendly, certified organic manufacturing. 

ARE PURE SYNERGY® PRODUCTS ORGANIC?
PURE SYNERGY® is an industry leader and innovator when it comes to organic. If it were up to us, all of our products would be 
100% organic, but unfortunately some ingredients cannot be found in organic form. When an ingredient we need doesn’t exist 
in an organic form, however, we look for ways to make it ourselves. As of now, many of our products are 100% organic and 
others are at the very least 70% organic.

ARE PURE SYNERGY® PRODUCTS NON-GMO? 
From day one, over 25+ years ago, we have been 100% committed to a rigorous Non-GMO policy at PURE SYNERGY®. This 
means that GMOs have always been strictly forbidden in any of our ingredients and products, and never allowed in our facility.  

ARE PURE SYNERGY® PRODUCTS GLUTEN FREE?
All of our ingredients and product are naturally gluten-free, meaning that we do not use any seeds/grains from wheat, barley, 
rye (or cross-breeds) or any of their by-products.

IS PURE SYNERGY® ECO-FRIENDLY? 
Yes! We only use:
• 100% biodegradable and organic-compliant cleaning agents 
• Glass bottles, which are easily recyclable, for our products 
• Organic cotton in our bottles 
• Vegetable-based inks and water-based coatings 
• Non-GMO ingredients
• Zero-VOC paint that meets the USGBC Leadership in Energy 
 and Environmental Design (LEED) standards
• 100% recycled/recyclable shipping & packaging materials
• 100% wind-powered energy
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Barley Grass Juice Powder
Beet Juice Powder
Berry Power™ Powder
Blue-Green Algae Powder & Capsules
Carrot Juice Powder
Kale Powder
Matcha Power® Powder & Capsules
Nettle Leaf Powder & Capsules
Pure Synergy® Superfood Powder & Capsules
Wheat Grass Juice Powder

SuperPure® Astaxanthin
SuperPure® Beta 1,3 Glucan Extract
SuperPure® Echinacea Extract
SuperPure® Fucoidan Extract
SuperPure® Ginger Extract
SuperPure® Grape Seed Extract
SuperPure® Milk Thistle Extract
SuperPure® Olive Extract
SuperPure® Oregano Extract
SuperPure® Resveratrol Extract
SuperPure® Turmeric Extract

SUPERPURE® HERBAL EXTRACTS
Pure, Potent, Whole-Spectrum Extracts

SUPERFOODS
Deep, Restorative Plant-Based Nutrition

PRODUCTS
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Bone Renewal®
Cell Protector™

Enzyme Power™
Eye Protector®

Heart Protector®
Immune Health™

Rapid Rescue®
Stress Remedy™

FOCUSED FORMULAS
Expertly formulated to support 

your most vital systems

PRODUCTS

Choline Complex™
Multi•Vita•Min
PureNatal®
Pure Radiance C® Powder & Capsules
Super B-Complex™
Vita•Min•Herb® for Men
Vita•Min•Herb® for Women

WHOLE-FOOD VITAMINS
Nutrients made with organic ingredients 
as nature intended

All PURE SYNERGY® products 
are created and manufactured Moab, Utah
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As a dietary supplement company under the regulation of the FDA and FTC, PURE SYNERGY® is required to follow As a dietary supplement company under the regulation of the FDA and FTC, PURE SYNERGY® is required to follow 
guidance on product marketing and advertising health claims. guidance on product marketing and advertising health claims. 

PostsPosts sponsored by PURE SYNERGY® need to be identified as sponsored using #sponsored or #ad before a click to  sponsored by PURE SYNERGY® need to be identified as sponsored using #sponsored or #ad before a click to 
read more prompt would occur. read more prompt would occur. 

TheThe FTC states that any influencer, blogger or endorser with whom we partner is required to follow these guidelines.  FTC states that any influencer, blogger or endorser with whom we partner is required to follow these guidelines. 
This also allows us to tag and post your mentions on our social media outlets—which we love to do (but can’t This also allows us to tag and post your mentions on our social media outlets—which we love to do (but can’t 
when there is violating language or claims). According to the Federal Trade Commission Endorsement Guides: An when there is violating language or claims). According to the Federal Trade Commission Endorsement Guides: An 
endorsement must reflect the honest opinion of the endorser and cannot be used to make a claim that the product’s endorsement must reflect the honest opinion of the endorser and cannot be used to make a claim that the product’s 
marketer could not legally make.marketer could not legally make.

Make healthy “structure/function” claims. A structure/
function claim is one that states a product or ingredient 
can affect the structure or functioning of the body for 
maintenance of good health and nutrition. 

EXAMPLES:
• Supports healthy immune function
• Supports healthy blood sugar levels 
 already in the normal range
•  Supports the natural balance of flora 
•  Protects healthy joint function

Use words such as supports, nourishes, protects, provides, 
helps, maintains, promotes—and make sure to always 
specify this is support for an already normal or healthy 
process or function in the body.

Make overt or implied health or disease/treatment claims. 
Any link or indication that the product can correct abnormal 
function, even if a specific disease is not mentioned, is not 
allowed. 

EXAMPLES:
• Helps the body fight infection
• Helps prevent diabetes or abnormal 
 blood sugar levels
• Has antiviral, antibacterial, antifungal     
properties (these all imply fighting  
 infection, which is an abnormal process)
• Reduces joint pain/stiffness

HERE ARE SOME HEALTH CLAIM DO’S AND DON’TS 

For more specific information and examples from the FTC, please visit:   For more specific information and examples from the FTC, please visit:   
www.ftc.gov/tips-advice/business-center/guidance/dietary-supplements-advertising-guide-industrywww.ftc.gov/tips-advice/business-center/guidance/dietary-supplements-advertising-guide-industry

INFLUENCER GUIDELINES

DO DON’T
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DON’T TAKE OUR WORD FOR IT

Have been using their all natural products for over 15 years. I am 
a nurse practitioner and recommend pure synergy to all who are 
interested in getting or staying in good health.

I have followed Pure Synergy for many years, beginning in 
the 80’s. I was very moved by Mitchell May’s personal story of 
healing and his wanting to provide products to help as many 
people as possible. I have always found their products to be 
pure, natural, and the highest quality of organic, food based 
supplements. Their customer service is also excellent.

Great products!!! I can only use their Vitamin C. Other products 
bother my sensitive stomach. I like that their products are 
made from natural sources.

I have tried a few other beet powders and Pure Synergy’s is 
by far the best. While others look dull and flat, taste bland 
and lackluster, the beet juice powder from PS is bright, clear, 
vibrant and vivid. I love this powder!

Love the ingredients - trust the quality! My naturopath loved that I 
was taking this product!




